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suh?MARY

Sinusoidal waves excited by randcan disturbances have been

observed in the lsminar bourdary layer of a rotating disk at
Reynolds nmibers in a narrow mange below the Reynolds nuniberof
Wan8ition. !lkeirfrequency was found to be approximately a
constant times the angular velocity of the disk. me velooity of
the waves at a radius of XL inches Ws determined and fO~a to

be O.2 linear velooity of the disk in a downstream direction,
making an angle of a.pproximtely 14° w$~ We outwara+xwn radius
vector.

IN’IRODUOTION

A Morough study of boundary-layer oscillations m a flat plate
has been made at the National Bureau of Standards (reference 1),
and Qoti agreement witi the theory deveXo@ by Sohlichting
(references 2 and.3) for two-dimensional flaw was obtained. IW!wledge
of these flat-plate experiments became av#able while meem.mments
of drag on rotating disks were being made at ‘&e Langley Memorial
Aeronautical”Laboratory (reference 4), and it was decided to determine
whether or not fluctuations in tie boundary layer on a rotating disk
could be obsez-nad. Waves were found Wth no excitation other than
the rendom disturbances ~resent in the roan, but no extensive study
of these waves has been undertaken. Mention was =e in i“eference 4
of some of the results. The purpose of this paper is to describe
the equtpment used md to give the results of the e~loratory tests
made.
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EQUIPMENT

Measurements bf oscfllatdcns were made by plaohg a hot wire
in the ?mzndary layer of the rotating disk. The hot wire formed
one arm of a Wheatston=lxridge, and unbalance of the bridge caused
by fluctuations in the hot-wire resistance was recorded cm an
oscillograph. A schematic diagram of the circul.tused is given in
figure 1. An amplifier, not shown, was connected between the bridge
output and the oscillograph. The hot tire used was 0.00C@5-inch-
dismeter platinum wire approximately 0.15 inch in length and was
obtained by etching the silver from
wire were soldered to the points of’

Wollaston wtre. The en&3 of the
two rigidly mounted sewing needles.
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The hot wire was kept parallel to and about 0.03 inch fran the disk
face. When measurements were made, current through the brhige was
adjusted tQ a value such that the temperature of the wire was ~ust
below the temperature which would give the wire a dull glow. The
resis@ce of the wire when hot waa found to be approximately
twice the resistance when cold.

~ practice, the following procedure was used in making
measurements. The resistance of the cold,wire was measured by
beUncing the bridge with the galvancmater in the circuit and,with
low bridge current. T?xLsresistance was approximately 15 ohms. The
variable resistance in the bridge was then increased to double the
cold-wire balance value, and the current in the bridge circuit was
increased until the bridge again balanced. The switch was then
thrown to the osclllograph ctrcuit, tie disk was rotated, and records
were taken. The data given in this yaper were all talmn on a
polished steel disk having a radius of 12 inches and a thickness
of 5/16 inch. RL order to exclude the possibility of excitation of
boundary-layer oscillations by disk or motor vibraticms, tests were
run on a nudber of other disks of different radii and thi.clmessesand
on another motor with results ccmsistent with those reported herein.
Also, disks with sharp tapered edges and rounded edges were used to
show that the unrounded edge of the 12-inch-radius disk had no effect
on results.

W tests to determine the magnitude and directicm of wave
velocity two hot tires were used instead of one. The two pem311el
hot wires were mounted 0.25 inch apart on a head that could be
rotated about an axis perpendicular to the face @ the digk throu@
the center of one of the wires which was at a radius of 11 inches.
The wires were parallel to and approximately 0.025 inch frcxathe
face of the disk. A photograph of the apparatus used for the velocity
measurements is sham as figure 2. Figure 3 shows the two-wire head
near the face of the disk. ~

The metkmd used in mounting the wires was conventional. A piece
of W&Uaston wire approximately twice the length needed was fastened
to a strip of plastic material with wax. The wire was then dipped
Into a warm solution of 5 parts nitric acid to 4 parts water until
the silver coating wae removed frcwlthe platinum. The silver turned
vh$te in the solution and could be examined under a glassc The
needle points were tinned with solder composed of x percent tizl
and 50 percent Lead. The wire was laid on one o# the needle points
and a hot soldering iron was touched to the needle. The wire was
then stretched across tie other needle point and soldered.
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METHOD AND RES7JDTS

13scillogramswere made with the hot wii?ei-nthe boundary layer
at ra~il vaz?ying,from ‘jto 11 inches on ‘~e polished steel ddsk

hav4g a dad~us of 12 inches.. The hot wtre was oriented to give .“
maximum &isitivity. The disk was rotated at a number of angular
velocities in a“rcmm without drafts. ‘ .

Figure:l is .aseries of records taken with the disk rotating
at varioud &p@ods k%ping the hot tire at’ag-inch radiuec Change
of the,,,%oundery-layermflowfrom smooth lemiinerto sinusoidally .
o~cill~tin to turbulent is shown,$ The ReynolC@ numbers b’asedon
radius to,hot,wire ‘Rx a~pearin$’ig the figime areglven by,, ‘.,-

.,., >

m?.>. : Rx=~,.. ‘,”.

.,..,

The’”unif’ornuwave””at+he top of each:reeord is

timiQtive’* ””’ ‘ .“” ‘“ , .. ..,. , .,- -.. , .,

Change ‘in”frequency”with radius, keeptng
a,linost’con’~tit, is illustrated in ftgure.,5.
cycles“’perdisk revolution wa& chserved to be
varyhg only a few cyc189 per revoluti.cmfrom

a.

... )

,,

3oo”cycl,e+8r-6ec&@.
.

. . . :..;”

the Reyrml”ie numl@r
The numbOr of.wave ,
almost CoilBtank, “ ,““
the mean value of *;,...-.

.J&equenclee”‘obtainedat va@’ogs gn@lar velocities and.radii are
tab’tiati~’+ ‘tible1. The Reyn.bids’numbers Rbx given therei~’we ,.

baaed on thd‘bo~d~~~l~ye~ ~ieplace.tien-~thlcknesd. By g??aph”ical
—

in~i?gratlonof,,curv&,obtained )?r~,“reference5 for reeultant ‘.
velocik,i% parallel to khe “surf&ce‘of’the disk> the bounda~ -layer...
dis~Lace@nt..,tijtihesd was “~$iici’.’“tobe ‘“. , , -..“,. ... ... ,.., :.,.’. ,.-. .. .. .. ....,. ..:. -, ,.,.”. , ,.

,r. ,.. ,,,..[ ...,*., F*.=,“. .’,,, ~d~,:,J.3’7 ~
,...,..,, .. .. ,.;’ .Q ‘x :“ “. : : -:-’:.”.: .,,.,, ... ..........-.~..,:..’--- ‘., . . . . .,.’ ,’. .,. . . . . . ,, -.:.

xU..’’,Rp<@oldsolds,numberbased on 8* ‘*8 fomd W.’be. . ..:, . :.
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Experience with rotating disks has sham
turbulent flow cm a Usk occurs at R5X = 765

nmber was obtained by using the equation for

for ~ the value 310,000 given In reference

that transition
approximately.

5

to
This

R&+ and substituting

.4for the Reynolds

number at which the initial rise in disk moment coefficient due to
turbulence was obsemed. An oscillogram of the oscillations in the
boundary layer of tiledisk at this Reynolds nuder is shown in ‘
figure h(d).

A comparison of Reynolds numbers in table X of this paper
with the Reynolds numbers on a boundary-layer-velocity survey graph
in reference k shows that the data given herein were taken at
Reynolds nunibevs~ust belaw the Reynolds riuuiberat which the boundary
layer begins to thicken rapidly in the tre.nsiticm region. !lhe
validity of a comparison of the three-dlmensi.onaJflow cn a rotating
disk with two-Mmenslonal flow on a flat plate will be questionable
until a theoretical analysis of the disk case is mades If an
assumption of ccnnparability is mades however) tie mnclusion my be
drawn that the flow on a disk is more unstable than the flow on a
flat plate, since the oscillations end transition on the disk occur
at Reynolds numbers considerably lower then tie corresponUng Reynolds
nunibersfor a flat plate. In reference 1 waves on a flat plate due
to randcm excitation were found at boumdary-layer Reynolds nunibers
from about 1800 to 3200 as compared with 620to about 760 on a
rotating disk. It should be pointed out that frequencies on a flat
@ate are measured relative to a pofnt at rest on the plate. In the
disk measurements the hot wire was not rotated with the disk, and
therefore the frequencies measured in the two cases are not directly
comparable.

A set of memuremnts was made to determine the magnitude and
directicm of wave velocity relative to fixed coordinates at a radius
of U. inches and a disk angukr velocity of ~0 rpm. The velocity
of waves can he determined by measuring the wave frequency and the
phase lag between two points in a line coinciding with the direction
of wave prq+aticm. The wave length is simply the distance between
the points multiplied by 2fi and divided by the phase lag in radians.
The velocity Is frequency times wave length. In order to determine
the velocity, oscillograph records were made with the two-wire head .,
at a nuuiberof angular settings. Phase differences between the two
traces on the oscillogrems were measured and -plottedas a functicm of
the angular position of the head. The points fell.approximately on
a she curve. When the phase &ifference was zero, a wave crest was
reaching both wfres at tie seinetime ● When the phase difference was
a maximum, a Ilne $oining the centers of tie two wires coincided WW..
a line in the dtrection of wave propa@tion. Fran J&e angular
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orientation of the bead.at maximm phase la~ the tirection of wavo
travel was obtained. The magnitude of the maximum phase lag gave
the magnitude’of the wa~p-”k(’.locity.For”the c?se studi.ed,the
velocity was found “tobe dcitalstl’cam,making an angle of approximately
~40 ~~ ~ outwmd.&a~,~adils ~e~~r sqd having a qitu~.of 0.2

linear velocity of the disk at the same radius# TLe orientation and
magnitude of thiswevc+ velocity Vw are”~ho~ in figure 6. ~

A

?

In order to d-eter’minewhether or not the direction ofwave
travel changed with distance from the rebating disk, the two hot-
wire bridge outputs were connected to a cathode-r~ osciUo~aph
and the hot-wire head turncxluntil the two signals were in phase.
The head was then S1OW.J-Ymoved away frc+mthe disk surface end signals
were observed ta remain in yhase, indicating t~t the wave propagation
direction was unchanged with distaiicefr.w tie dfsk~

CONCLTIDIN2REMARKS

An exploratory wtudy ba~ Imen made of lsminar-boundary-layer
oscillations on a rotating disk..Wiw excitation by random disturbances
sinusoidal waves were observed in a narrow range of Reynolds numbers

●

Just below the transition Reynolds num%er. The wave frequency, poasw~
in a stationary coordinate system, was found to be approti.matelya
constant t~mea the angular v4310city. At an U-inch radius and a disk

#

rotational velocity of 500 rym the wave velocity relative to fixed
coordinates wae found to be 0.2 linear velocity of tie disk and was -
ina downstream direction, makiQc:an angle.of aPXJrox@t~~Y 14° ~fi
an outward-drawn radius vectors

Lam@ey Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National AdvSsory Committee for Aerc?mutics

Langley Field, Vs., Wcem?xm 30, u?46
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TABLE I

WAT%EFREQUENCIES OBTAINED AT VARIOUS ANGULAR

Radial position
of hot wire, x

(in.)

p .00
5.00
7.00
7,25
7*33
9.00
9 ●OO
9.00

11.00
11.00
11.00
u .00
la ●00

VELOCITIES AND RADII

Rotational speed
of disk, N

(rp)

2120
1920
1100
98o
U1.oo
660
’720
580
520
450
42o
420
420

Wave frequency
*elative to fixed
:oord.inates,O

(Cps)

1090
930
779
k64
492
338
487
312
27o
268
24o
238
230

r-

Reynolds number
based on boundazy-
layer displacement
thiclmess, Rb+

658
626
663
650
695
661
690
620
718
666
645
645
645

NATICiMALADVISORY
COMMITTEE FOR AERONA~ICS
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Figure l.- Diagram 04hot-wire circuiL A, ammekr; G, galvanometers.
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Figure 2.- Apparatus used in wave-velocity measurements.
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Figure 3.- Two-wire. head mounted near the disk.
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Fig. 4a-c

.
\ (a) ~ = 159,000; N = 4W rprn.

(b) q = 214,000; N = 580 rpm.

(c) Rx = 265,000; N = 720 rpm.

Figure 4.- Typical oscillograms showing the oscillations in the
boundary layer of the rotating disk at the 9-inch radius.
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(d) q = 310 ,000; N = 840 rpm.

(e) RX = 384,000 ; N = 1040 rpm.

Fig. 4d-f

—.

(f) ~ = 1,105,000; N = woo

Figure 4.- Concludd.

rpm.
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(a) RX = 237,000; N = 450 rpm; x = 11.0 ~CheS;

n = 268 cycles per second.

(b) q = 257,000; N = 1100 rpm; x = 7.33 inches;
(2= 492 cycles per second.

(c) ~ = 231,000; N = 2120 rpm; x = 5.0 inches;
fl = 1090 cycles per second.

Figure 5.- Oscillograms showing laminar oscillations at various
radii.
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Figure 6.- Direction and comparative magnitude of wave velocity at.
11-inch radius on a disk rotating at 500 rpm.
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